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Perhaps Villani’s most remarkable achievement
in writing this book is that many, if not all, of
his readers will not hate him after finishing it.
At least among those born before the advent
of Facebook, most people have limited tolerance
for books devoted to a detailed account of its
author’s success, and certainly that is precisely
what Villani’s Birth of a Theorem is. However,
unlike most authors’ exercises in self-promotion,
Villani has a saving grace: he has a charming sense
of humor combined with an endearing sense of
humility. As a consequence, when I got to the end
of Malcolm DeBevoise’s excellent translation of
Théorème Vivant,1 I, who have known and liked
Villani for nearly twenty years, ended up liking
him even better.

Birth of a Theorem describes the emotional
roller coaster that Villani rode during the eighteen-
month gestation period that ended when he and his
colleague (and former student) Clément Mouhot
finally proved in 2009 the theorem that would
propel Villani to a Fields Medal a year later.
Starting when he was a student of Pierre-Louis
Lions, Villani has devoted his research to solving
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knotty problems that arise when a mathematician
attempts to rationalize some insight whose truth
the physics community has accepted for years. Of
particular interest to him are equations of which
Boltzmann’s is the archetype, and the one on
which he chose to work with Mouhot is a variant,
introduced in 1938 by the Russian physicist Anatoly
Vlasov, of the Boltzmann equation.

Loosely speaking, the Boltzmann equation is
supposed to describe the way the distribution of gas
molecules evolves, whereas Vlasov’s equation plays
the same role for plasmas. The basic distinction
between the two comes from the difference between
the ways in which molecules interact when they
are in a gas as opposed to a plasma: in a gas
they interact by colliding, which corresponds to
a very short-range potential, whereas in a plasma
their interaction is dominated by Coulombic forces,
which correspond to a long-range potential.

In that its predictions have been vindicated by
experiment, from a physical perspective Vlasov’s
equation has been an enormous success. Even so,
many of its predictions were based on calculations
that defied mathematical verification, and Villani
set himself the goal of providing those predictions
with a mathematically sound foundation. Although
he had a deep understanding of Boltzmann’s
equation and had already made significant con-
tributions to its analysis, in order to deal with
Vlasov’s equation he had to come to terms with
some of the profound distinctions between evolu-
tions governed by short- and long-range potentials.
In particular, entropy monotonically increases
under the Boltzmann flow, but it is conserved
by Vlasov’s. Thus there is no apparent quantity
to play the role of a Lyapunov function driving
solutions toward equilibrium. Nonetheless, the
renowned Russian physicist Lev Landau drew a
startling conclusion: plasmas do display some kind
of equilibration, now known as Landau damping.
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However, Landau’s brilliant calculations lacked
mathematical rigor and presented a challenge that
Villani had to face.

Villani’s book is not a mathematical treatise.
Instead it is a collage. The background is an
account of Villani’s life, both personal and profes-
sional, from 2008 through 2010. Attached to this
background are tantalizing snatches of mathemat-
ics, emails between him and Mouhot, thumbnail
descriptions of people whom he encountered or
admires, and amusing vignettes about experiences
he had during this period. What comes through
is Villani’s omnivorous appetite for life. He loves
ideas, people, nature, food, culture, and his family,
and he is not satisfied to be just an observer. He
got tremendous satisfaction out of his work on
the Vlasov equation, but he did not ignore other
aspects of life while doing it. When in Europe,
he vacationed in the Alps with his family and
attended his childrens’ music recital. While at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, he
enjoyed rambling walks through the neighboring
forests, appreciated the quality of food at the
IAS canteen, and took his children to the Natural
History Museum in New York. Upon returning to
France after a semester in the US, he relished the
cheese and other culinary products of which he
had been deprived for six months.

Among the most interesting revelations that
he divulges is his concern about his chances
of winning the Fields Medal. The overwhelming
majority of mathematicians are loath to admit
that the advance of knowledge is not their only
ambition, but Villani has no such qualms, and
his honesty is refreshing. On the contrary, he not
only admits that he sought the medal, he does a
wonderful job of conveying to his readers the joy
that he felt when he won it. For him it is not only
the attendant recognition from the mathematics
community that the Fields Medal represents; he
cherishes the article in Le Monde, the invitation to
the Élysée Palace, and, more generally, the celebrity
status that the medal bestowed upon him. His
account of the ceremony in Hyderabad, where
the president of India handed him the medal, is
poignant.

Back in France, Villani accepted the directorship
of the Institut Henri Poincaré (IHP). The average
mathematician would avoid such an appointment.
Nonetheless, Villani welcomed the opportunity to
expand his horizons. At age forty he had already
experienced success as a research mathematician,
and he was ready to explore other avenues. Writing
this highly original book was one direction, guiding
the IHP was another, and in both he has achieved
remarkable success. Sales of his book have been
gratifying, at least for a book in which mathematical
formulae appear. On Amazon’s bestseller listings,
in France it is #8,997, in the UK #20,441, and in the
US #58,655, a somewhat disturbing but probably

accurate reflection of the relative esteem accorded
mathematics in each of those countries. In addition,
Villani has been interviewed by both the French
media and the BBC, and extensive excerpts from his
book were read on Radio 4. At IHP he has breathed
new life into a respected institution that was in
danger of becoming stodgy. Some people honestly
dislike celebrity, others enjoy it but feel obliged
to disdain it, but Villani unabashedly embraces it
and puts it to creative use.

As I mentioned earlier, one of the redeeming
characteristics of Villani’s book is the humility of
its author. There is no doubt that Villani knows he
is one of the leading mathematical analysts of his
generation, but he also knows that he is not one
of the giants whose contributions he frequently
mentions and extols. His personal hero is the late
John Nash, and he never suggests that his own
contributions are comparable to Nash’s. Instead,
he is happy and content to be one of those capable
of appreciating and flourishing on the crumbs that
drop from the tables of the giants.

Birth of a Theorem should not be read as a
book about mathematics or a mathematician. It is
a book about life and a man whose zest for life
is insatiable. Read it if you enjoy knowing that
when approached in the right spirit by someone of
sufficient energy and talent, life can be beautiful.
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